EVERY SO OFTEN, when I find myself out running errands or at a local event an excited 10-year-old will stop me and say, “Mrs. Shaner, Mrs. Shaner—remember me? I met you at Lotusland!” Then he or she will enthusiastically recount their memories of their field trip to Lotusland—clearly a highlight of their fourth grade school experience. Many go on to proudly tell me that the succulent plant they received at the end of the tour is still alive.

Lotusland’s Fourth Grade Outreach Program serves every public fourth grade classroom in southern Santa Barbara County. Now in its 13th year, the program was created in 1998 by then Director of Public Programs Connie Buxton, at the suggestion of Director of Development Anne Dewey and then Trustee Stanya Owen. Mrs. Buxton worked closely with local teachers and principals to create a program that would link to the State of California mandated fourth grade Life Science curriculum requirements. Our joint goal was that Lotusland would augment and reinforce concepts taught in the classroom.

With this in mind, the teachers and Mrs. Buxton developed a three-pronged program. Early in the school year, teachers receive curriculum materials developed by Lotusland and designed to help blend basic botanical concepts with plants that are part of Lotusland’s diverse collections. Along with the study of botany, subjects such as the importance of plants to sustaining life on earth and the role of humans in practicing conservation are part of this curriculum.

Prior to the field trip to Lotusland, an outreach docent goes to the classroom.

Continued on page 2

The importance of practicing plant conservation is part of the fourth grade curriculum. A favorite activity is to hug one of Lotusland’s huge Chilean wine palms, once endangered in their native home.
Mission Statement
To preserve and enhance the spectacular collections of exotic plants and the historic Montecito estate of Madame Ganna Walska, to provide public access to their remarkable beauty and diversity and, through interpretation of these collections, to foster increased knowledge and appreciation of the importance of plants and the need for their conservation.
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After one-and-one-half hours of discussion and discovery, the groups return to the visitor center and participate in a spirited question-and-answer exchange. They are delighted to learn they are officially Junior Botanists and are reminded of their responsibilities as members of the scientific community. As a memento of the visit and to encourage them to be stewards of the earth, each receives a succulent plant from Lotusland to care for and nourish.

Currently, Lotusland has 26 outreach docents who give classroom presentations and lead tours. Recruited from Lotusland’s docent corps, their backgrounds range from teaching, medicine and horticulture to public service and art. All are passionate about sharing the garden and its inspiration with youngsters who may never have an opportunity to see such an astounding variety of plants in a beautiful and dramatic setting such as Lotusland.

This partnership with the schools comes with no cost to the schools—Lotusland pays for everything from bus transportation to graham crackers and apple juice. We are very dependent on funding from grants to support this important program, and each year we must write to local foundations asking for their help.

The letters we receive from students and the feedback from teachers confirm that this is a valuable and much-loved program that strengthens the students’ understanding of curriculum concepts.

In 2009, the Santa Barbara Independent published essays, by students from Harding School, answering the question: What was the best day of your life?

“Have you ever been to Lotusland? There are a lot of plants! We went on the bus to get there. By the time we got to Lotusland, I was smiling from ear to ear. I stood up fast so I could be first in line to get out! We saw all different kinds of plants from all over the world. We saw trees, and we got to go in a really fun maze. After a fun day, we started heading back to the bus. The people from Lotusland gave us a free plant. That was the best day I’ve ever had in my life.”

—Alexis Moctezuma

In this director’s letter, Gwen L. Stauffer reflects on the rich diversity of Lotusland’s gardens, the educational impact of the organization’s programs, and the appreciation of visitors. The letter highlights the importance of Lotusland’s membership program, which has seen significant growth and support from the community.

Gwen Stauffer

We hope you will join us for all the exciting changes happening at Lotusland, and I look forward to seeing you in the gardens!

Warm regards for a Happy New Year,

Gwen L. Stauffer
Golden spines and chalk-white striations embellish the star cactus, *Astrophytum ornatum*.

**Become a Lotusland Docent**

**DOCENT TRAINING BEGINS FEBRUARY 7**

**COFFEE RECEPTION FOR PROSPECTIVE DOCENTS**

**THURSDAY, JANUARY 20 • 9:30 AM**

**MADAME GANNA WALSKA’S extraordinarily creative vision of garden design was transformed into reality by many talented landscape designers and horticulturists.**

This transformation has been an ongoing process, each garden yielding fascinating stories about its beginnings and metamorphosis into its present-day form.

Visitors to Lotusland are treated to botanical and historical information about the estate, interpreted by docents who undergo extensive training to prepare them for giving public tours.

A 14-week docent training course provides all the necessary information for conducting a tour of the garden. Instructors are drawn from the Lotusland staff, the Santa Barbara community and other California academic and cultural institutions. These informative and enjoyable Monday-morning sessions last from 9:30 AM to noon. This winter’s docent training begins on Monday, February 7.

A coffee reception for prospective docents will be held on Thursday, January 20. This event offers prospective docents an opportunity to learn more about docent training and to meet some of the very knowledgeable docents who currently lead tours of the garden.

Please tell your friends and neighbors about the program. To reserve a place at the reception, contact Volunteer Coordinator Jean Parry at 805.969.3767, extension 112 or jparry@lotusland.org.

**NEW TO THE COLLECTIONS**

*Astrophytum ornatum*

---

**People who collect plants**

may do it for profit or just for fun. Their plant collections may be part of their landscape or in galleries under glass. However they choose to display them, these plants can become prized and precious over time. Jim Prine was one such local collector. A landscape contractor and large animal trainer, Jim worked often with horses, but had trained pigs, cows and many other animals for their moment of fame in the film industry.

His plant collections ranged from Japanese maples to a collection of ivy cultivars. In the last 20 or so years, his tastes ran to agaves, cacti, bromeliads and even a few cycads. His wife, Sally, enjoyed the fruits of his labors and the landscape he created around their modest home, but when Jim passed away this spring, she became a bit overwhelmed by the many potted plants that needed constant tending. She began looking for new homes for some of them and eventually contacted Lotusland. After reviewing the plants on offer, they were happy to bring some of them to the garden.

Among the new plants, which include a number of interesting xeric bromeliads, are several large and old specimens of *Astrophytum ornatum*. Only after many years do these ball-shaped cacti reach several feet in height. The plants are all about three feet tall, indicating their great age. Characterized by their relatively few acutely angled ribs, the plants would be star-shaped in cross-section, thus the name *Astrophytum*—astro meaning star and phytum, plant. This species is native to Mexico in the states of Querétaro and Hidalgo, where it grows in tropical dry forest. A unique habitat, these forests are home to a wide diversity of plants and animals. Rains may only fall during two months of the year. The larger trees and shrubs are mostly deciduous during the very long dry period. Succulent plants such as cacti must survive on the water they are able to store in their tissues.

At Lotusland, *Astrophytum ornatum* is planted in the cactus garden as well as along the driveway. These prime new specimens are enjoying the protection of the small greenhouse at the back of the succulent garden, where they are easily visible from the tour path.

—Virginia Hayes
Penelope Gottlieb is the featured artist for the inaugural exhibition in Lotusland’s pavilion. Each of the 25 botanical paintings in the exhibition, aptly titled *Gone*, is a “visual eulogy for lost plant life.”

The particular plant species that Gottlieb depicts are in fact extinct, and she is able to re-create them only from historical descriptions by botanists. Lotusland’s collections include many endangered plants, and even some that are extinct in the wild, so it is fitting that this exhibition launches the use of the pavilion as a gallery.

Gottlieb says, “This new series of paintings arises from my attempt to synthesize concerns both artistic and ecological. Imagery of extinct plant life, at once real, imagined and reinvented, becomes a metaphor and literal iconography, subject to processes of explosive fragmentation.”

After receiving her BFA from the Art Center College for Design in Pasadena, Gottlieb went on to earn her MFA from the University of California in Santa Barbara, where she currently lives and works. She is represented by Heather James Fine Art in Palm Desert, California and Jackson, Wyoming.

Gottlieb paints with a range of materials using combinations of oil, acrylic and ink. The pieces in *Gone* are from 14”x12” to more than 6’. All of the paintings are for sale, and a portion of the proceeds will benefit Lotusland.

Prominent architect George Washington Smith designed the pavilion, which Madame Walska used as her residence. This is the first time the pavilion has been included in public tours.

*Gone* will be part of our regularly scheduled docent-guided tours, or view it at your own pace on a self-guided tour. To see *Gone*, please make a reservation with Visitor Services at 805.969.9990 or email reservation@lotusland.org. Regular admission prices apply or use your passes.

Penelope Gottlieb is one of 12 artists in the group exhibition *Eating Apples in Paradise* at the Santa Barbara Contemporary Arts Forum March 6 through May 1. Visit sbcaf.org for more details.

**Gone**
A VISUAL EUOLOGY FOR LOST PLANT LIFE BY PENEOPE GOTTLIEB
FEBRUARY 26 THROUGH APRIL 23

Penelope Gottlieb says that whereas the older traditions of botanical art involved “calm, studio-bound reflections of natural beauty and visual order, a new paradigm seems appropriate in the more fragile condition of the world today.” *Gone* “addresses the dire state of the planet, offering visual ‘eulogies’ for lost plant life and larger patterns of ecological destruction.” She adds that her work “tries to sound an alarm about the grim prospects of a future in which extinction is a way of life.”

Join Ms. Gottlieb, Lotusland’s Executive Director Gwen Stauffer and Dieter Wilken, the Director of Conservation at the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden, for a provocative conversation stimulated by this exhibition.

Wine and hors d’oeuvres will be served. The cost is $55 for members and $65 for nonmembers. Please call 805.969.9990 to make a reservation.
JILL VANDER HOOF
came to Santa Barbara in 1952 as a young girl when her father, then a professor at Stanford, became a petroleum geologist for a local oil company. In short time, Dr. Vander Hoof became Executive Director of the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History.

Jill grew up with the companionship of her father on the museum’s campus. “The museum was my playground,” Jill tells me. Although Jill attended Laguna Blanca and Montecito Union schools, her true education came by spending hours browsing through the volumes in the museum’s library. Ever her father’s daughter, Jill became fascinated with natural history and life sciences, and the inquisitiveness of a research scientist became engrained in her very fiber. “I was my father’s shadow,” Jill says, and the experience of growing up under his tutelage and soaking up the museum’s treasures inspired her to pursue a degree in biology.

Jill also developed a love of travel from her parents’ insistence that young people’s understanding of the world and their place in it was not possible unless they traveled abroad. At the age of 17, Jill traveled through Europe at her mother’s urging, and since then she has never missed an opportunity to travel. “Carpe diem is exactly the phrase I live by,” Jill asserts. “If an opportunity comes up, I take it, because you never know what it might lead to.” This motto has served Jill well, for she has had great adventures all over the world.

One such adventure led her to travel to Tuscany, Italy, where she ultimately returned every year, and where she had the opportunity to study the stone of Pietrasanta and Carrara. By now, Jill had found a love of art and melded her love and knowledge of nature with her creative work as a sculptor. “I had all of the tools,” Jill explains, “I knew botany and geology. I tend to think in the third dimension, and these building blocks of life come together with stone.” While Jill was an adjunct professor at Westmont College, where she taught stone sculpture for 13 years, she met some carvers who invited her to western Australia for a month. Carpe diem! Jill jumped at the offer and while there was offered a studio—carpe diem, again! She stayed for a year, studying the aboriginal art and making her own.

Jill first visited Lotusland in the 1990s when her friend, Pam Palmer, a docent from the very first class, brought her for a visit. With her love of gardens and plants, Jill came to love Lotusland, too, and later joined a docent training class. Jill has been giving tours of Lotusland for nine years.

While Jill celebrates Madame Ganna Walska’s accomplishments in creating the garden, she prefers to focus her tours on the wonder and significance of the plant collections. Jill explains, “Madame Ganna Walska was intelligent with forethought to save Lotusland, and I appreciate her artistry and of course her ambition as a collector, but for me, Lotusland is really all about the plants! That’s what interests me the most.”

It is that love of Lotusland that moved Jill to join The Lotus Society in 2010. “Santa Barbara is my home, and I want to give back to my community. “I love being at Lotusland,” Jill tells me. “It is an oasis of beauty, calm and sanity. That is how I always describe it. Actually, sanity comes first!” Then she adds, “Everyone here at Lotusland is wonderful.”

—Gwen Stauffer

NEW MEMBERS

Thank you to these additional new members for their generous support.

Rosalind Rea Amorteguy
(listed incorrectly in fall issue)
Louise M. Parent & John P. Casaly
Jill Vander Hoof

Members of The Lotus Society have each made a gift or bequest of $10,000 or more to Lotusland’s Endowment. Names of The Lotus Society members are engraved on the Wall of Honor, which is located at the Visitor Center at the end of the Australian tea tree arbor.

To learn more about The Lotus Society, please call Anne Dewey, Lotusland’s Director of Development, at 805.969.3767, extension 105.

All visitors walk by the Wall of Honor as they enter Lotusland.
The Garden is in a constant state of flux, and maintenance tasks are ongoing. Current and upcoming projects are described below.

**CYCAD GARDEN**

Lotusland staff has begun the very first work on a phased plan to improve collection display and diversity in the cycad garden. Unlike the five-year project that spanned 1999 to 2004 and addressed serious soil problems, this project aims to improve the aesthetics of the garden. In recent years, we have been able to acquire wild-collected seeds (and a few plants) of several cycad species. It is our policy to increase the research value of the collection whenever possible by including such material. Since some of the seeds are of species already represented in the garden, we are preparing to swap them for some of the new accessions. The plants that are removed still have horticultural value and can be sold to partially fund the renovation.

In this first phase that centers on the *Dioon* collection, some interesting caudiciform plants have been removed as well. These are hybrids of two related genera *Beaucarnea* and *Calibanus*. The plants were very crowded and will be displayed much better somewhere else in the garden. In the resulting space, several species of *Dioon* will be planted and a few other plants relocated to better show their relationships.

---

**OAK TREES**

There are more than 175 coast live oaks (*Quercus agrifolia*), excluding small trees and seedlings, on the property at Lotusland. A corridor of oaks just north of the public tour area requires minimal maintenance, but the trees in or near public areas are monitored regularly and require variable amounts of maintenance. The long horizontal branches on many of the oldest, largest oaks in horticultural settings throughout the garden need to be lightened by an arborist every couple of years. Reducing the weight on the end of the branches decreases the chance of branch failure and allows the branch to rise above pathways, roads and planting beds. Often the loss of a large branch will accelerate the failure of the whole tree because of the shift of tension and stress throughout the rest of the tree.

Structural pruning of priority oaks in the garden is now in progress. Additional work is budgeted in 2011. Removing dead wood and aesthetic pruning will continue to be deferred until additional resources are available.

**EUCALYPTUS FOREST**

Lotusland staff has met with representatives from the Montecito Fire Department to discuss fire safety regarding trees, specifically eucalyptus trees. Some of the work intended to reduce the fire hazard in the eucalyptus forest bordering Sycamore Canyon Road has already been accomplished. Loose brush, bark and leaves, pieces of wood and old stumps were removed from the forest. Some small trees were removed to reduce crowding. Lotusland staff will identify larger weak or leaning trees for removal in order to establish at least a 10’ spacing between trees.

---

**THE ALOE OUTING JUST GOT BETTER!**

**Aloe Outing**

**SATURDAY, JANUARY 15 • 1:30 TO 4:00 PM**

**GLOBAL GARDENS**, a specialty food company in Santa Barbara County’s wine country, has generously offered to set up a tasting bar featuring several varietals of their local Extra Virgin Olive Oil—First Cold Pressing for Aloe Outing guests to enjoy. The owners are the first family in the region to plant a Certified Organic olive grove specifically for extra-virgin first-cold pressed olive oils.

This opportunity to spend an afternoon in the garden and enjoy the spectacular blooms of more than 170 species and cultivars of aloes—and to sample delicious olive oils—during the winter recess is a special privilege for members only. The cost is $25 for members and $35 for members’ guests. Please call 805.969.9990 to make a reservation.
Volunteer Profile: Marge Kelly
MINDING HER MAGIC KINGDOM

“MINDING HER MAGIC KINGDOM

I’m going to have to learn to share my garden with others.”

No, this wasn’t Madame Walska talking. This was Marge Kelly’s reaction when she learned that Lotusland would formally open for public tours in 1993.

Marge recalled with a laugh what happened on opening day in 1993. She staffed the kiosk while Executive Director Steve Timbrook waited for the first busload of visitors to arrive. To their dismay, they listened and watched as a bus stopped on Cold Springs, and all the passengers got off and streamed in through the entrance gate. Staff had just completed negotiating and laboring over the requirements of our Conditional Use Permit, which included specific rules about no stopping or unloading of people on Cold Springs.

Marge surmises that the time she spent growing up in a large and very close-knit Wisconsin family of dairy farmers resulted in her appreciation and love of nature.

After graduating from Southern Illinois University, Marge lived in Pittsburgh before moving to Santa Monica in 1973 where she worked for the California State Board of Equalization in West Los Angeles. She and her husband Gary moved to Carpinteria in 1978, and her introduction to Lotusland began in 1989 when she was a work-experience student in the Landscape Horticulture program at Santa Barbara City College. “I came twice a week and every day during the summer. I remember how good the garden looked when I first came. But there was still a wildness about it—especially the area where our Australian and cactus gardens are now. I was part of the A-Team—the people who worked with augers to improve the soil in the cycad garden. And we had the “Hot Shot Team,” which spent each Monday and Tuesday working on a group project.” Among Marge’s early responsibilities was tending the “the broms” (bromeliads). Marge joined the staff full-time for one year, before her career took her back to Los Angeles.

Eventually, the allure of being back in the garden and the chance to learn more about its history were deciding factors in enrolling in our 1994-1995 Docent Training program. After graduation, she signed up to lead Saturday tours, needing to head back to Los Angeles for the workweek. This went on for ten years, until she moved back to Carpinteria full-time. Marge has been leading tours ever since.

Given her early work experience at Lotusland, it’s not surprising that when Marge gives tours, she has “a flood of memories: I think of the morning teas with Patricia Tarkowska and Bill Paylen; working with the bromeliads; learning about fertilizers and checking for pests under the direction of John La Fleur; the lemon arbor trees being planted; Isabelle Greene refreshing the theatre garden; B. Jo Dake setting up the garden shop; playing croquet with the Stollenwerks; or Frank Fujii teaching us pruning techniques.” With a smile, Marge recalls the quarterly visits from Bill Paylen when she, Ken Opiat and Bill would begin their morning with tea in the kitchen of the main house before heading out into the garden.

“I get people on my tours who’ve been here before. They always say the garden looks so much better than their last visit. And I get my share of couples where the husband, at the beginning of the tour, acts as if he’s being pulled and dragged through the garden. But by mid-tour, he’s smiling, asking questions and enjoying himself. There really is something for everyone to see.”

“It’s the scent of eucalyptus, the textures of all the plants, the colors and the light coming through the gardens that resonate with me as I walk through Lotusland,” Marge says. “I love the surprise as you turn the corner from one garden to another. It adds mystery and excitement to the tour. It continues to amaze me that plants from all over the world thrive here in their various microclimates.”

Marge also has been indispensable help as a key event volunteer. When she’s not at Lotusland giving tours or helping stage a LotusFest or Twilight Tour reception, Marge serves as secretary for the Carpinteria Creek Committee. That group educates people about the watershed and preserving creeks. She serves as a volunteer host for the city of Carpinteria, and she is eager to continue work on her Zimbauer family genealogy.

Marge tends her home garden of succulents and other drought-tolerant plants, always making room for lavender, salvias and her treasured bromeliads.

Marge became a member both to support Lotusland and to learn new things. “I want to keep informed. It’s a wonderful place. Lotusland is my little magic kingdom.”

Thank you, Marge, for helping in so many ways.

—Jean Parry

GARDEN SPONSORS
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Durham
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick W. Gluck
William & Kristin Loomis
Jack Mithun & Mercedes Millington
Ms. Celeste Scheinberg &
Conor & Madelynn Scheinberg
Lynda Weinman & Bruce Heavin

GARDEN BENEFECTORS
Mr. Jack Baker, Wallis Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Crawford, Jr.
Staffan & Margareta Enrantz
Mrs. Maurice E. Faulkner
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Feinberg
Ms. Cyndee Howard
Mr. & Mrs. Jon B. Lovelace
Mr. & Mrs. John K. Parcy
Mrs. Andy Pearson
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Simmons
Ms. Beverly Smaniotto
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Tobey
Peter & Leslie Tolan
THE NEXT MAJOR PROJECT was the Aloe Garden. This was an incredible area, a Victorian fantasy garden with Aloe, Abalone shells and giant clam fountains and a shallow baby-blue pond...about an acre, all landscaped with only one genus of plants! Outrageous and outlandish! To make things worse, the Aloe were planted rows, borders and geometric patterns in a very flat unbroken terrain of heavy, poorly draining soil.

We were to remove every single Aloe from the ground and replenish the poor soil. We persuaded her [Madame Walska] to let us bring in mountains of new soil and hundreds of sacks of soil amendment, in some areas raising the soil level 7 feet above the old ground level, and hundreds of medium and large volcanic rocks with which to make cliffs and crags and sunken paths. The catch was that she absolutely refused to open up a temporary access road, even a few yards long, to enable us easily to bring in all this soil and rocks. So we tried to tone it down somewhat, and alter the form of the Aloe Garden. I must admit I was too! It was very exciting working with the resources at our disposal and transforming a garden on this scale. We were stuck, so to speak, with the fantasy quality of the area, thanks to the shallow blue pond lined with abalone shells and fed by two dripping fountains of giant Tridacna clam shells on coral pedestals, so we tried to tone it down somewhat by blending the fantasy with the more naturalistic landscaping, if a garden of all one genus, and that succulent Aloe, could ever be considered to be naturalistic! We purchased dozens of gigantic hunks of coral from Florida and used these among the volcanic boulders around the pond so that the centerpiece would not be quite such a “sore thumb”...It sounds horrible, but surprisingly it “worked.” Mme. Walska would expound walking through the paths in the Aloe Garden, “For me this remains priceless! What I love is getting all sorts of new Aloe. What we don’t have it, that’s my...” and she would wave her hand in circles in the air to convey her meaning, instead of the precise word she wanted but could not find. She was too impatient to take the time to find one necessary word, so out of impatience she developed other ways to communicate. One time she asked us, “Can we do this with the this?” gesturing at the sprinklers and then at the light rain. I answered that the rain was too light to affect our watering schedule. On another occasion, relating how she had laughed so hard she cried, she simply said, “I laughed until these were coming down my this!” pointing to her cheek.

At Lotusland, Mme. Walska was not the only one who had a rather unorthodox use of the language. Among the Mexicans, Innocencio would come out with some prizes such as, “I can’t find este the good hoe!” And more than 50% of what Mario, the Italian gardener, said was totally incomprehensible. He would usually communicate through gestures, good will, intuition and luck more than language!

NEXT TIME
More stories from the Glass memoir.
—Excerpts edited by Virginia Hayes
Lotusland Gratefully Acknowledges Donations
SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2010

2010 GIFTS FOR THE GARDEN
CARE OF THE GARDEN FUND
Ms. Sydney Baumgartner
Ms. Patricia Benner
Mr. & Mrs. Philip R. Jackson
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Kolb
Pam Lasker
Ms. Mary Jo McGrath
EDUCATION FUND
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Bowen for children’s tours
Monica & David Fishman
Ms. Lorraine M. McDonnell
& Mr. M. Stephen Weatherford
GENERAL FUND
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Anderson
Mr. Marc Appleton & Ms. Joanna Kerns
Mr. Demetri Argyropoulos
The Barbakow Family
in memory of Miriam Wosk
Ms. Diane Baskin
in memory of Julie Baskin Main
Mr. Rod Beattie
Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. Beckham
in honor of Ian Fisher
Daniel Bifano & Allan Brostrom
in honor of Suzanne Tobery
Mrs. Mary Miller Blakslee
Nigel & Conne Buxton
Mr. & Mrs. Wesley Carter
David & Chris Chernoff
Mr. & Mrs. Curt Coughlin,
The Watling Foundation
Ms. Benita Crane
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey Crane
Mr. & Mrs. Richard N. Daily
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Daugherty
Judge & Mrs. John G. Davies
Jim & Diane Davis
William & Anne Dewey
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Drewry, III
Mrs. Robert B. Eichholz
Mr. & Mrs. Donnelley Erdman
Ms. Julie Earey
Dr. & Mrs. Robert M. Failing
& Mrs. W. Mason Farrell
Ms. Annette L. Flattery, La Brucherie
Hon. & Mrs. Paul Flynn
Dr. Jay B. Forman & Dr. Jennifer Fortman
Jason & Priscilla Gaines
Ms. Debra Galin
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Goodan
Hi Fi Club, Hans Betzholtz
Mr. & Mrs. Rush Hindsdale
Mr. Richard Holz
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Hotchkis
Mr. & Mrs. David Hybert
Ms. Patricia Ann Jacquemin
in honor of the wonderful Lotusland staff
Ms. Ann James
Mr. Lorri Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Jordano
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Kelly
Mrs. Lila Kommerstad
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Kummer
Ms. Daveena Limonick
Mrs. Eli Luna
Ms. Erma M. Martin
Mr. & Mrs. J.C. Massar
Suzanne & Gilbert Mathews
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Mattingly
Mr. Keith J. Mautino
in honor of the Ant Colony Exhibit
Mr. Peter McCoy
Natalie & Bruce McFadden
Mr. Steven McGuire
Ms. Lori Kraft Meschler
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Montebello
Adele & Lori Nguyen
Ms. Emily O’Brien
in honor of Christina L. O’Brien
Mr. C.G. Ochsner, Jr.
in memory of Marilyn Tenney
Mrs. Elberta L. Pathe
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Parent
Marcia & Ronald Radelet
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Eugene Ronald, Jr.
Ms. Cathy Rose
Mr. & Mrs. Ed Rosenblatt,
Rosenblatt Family Foundation
Mrs. C. William Schlosser
Mrs. Leslie Cane Schneiderman
in memory of William E. (Gene) Thompson
Ms. Mary Scott
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Sinser
Mr. & Mrs. Garrett Speirs
Jerry & Julia Springer
Barbara & Charles Stoops
Ms. Tracy Stouffer
Ms. Kitty Thomassin
Mr. & Mrs. John Tilson
Transformation Trust Inc.
Matt & Maureen Trevisan,
Linne Calodo Cellars
Mrs. Karen Twibell
Sam & Sandra Tyler
Lee Walmley & Diana Maenhoux
Ms. Helen Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Williamson
Mr. & Mrs. Byron Kent Wood
Mr. & Mrs. George Witter
Dr. & Mrs. James Yoch, Jr.
PLANT ACQUISITION FUND
Mr. Harlis Maggard
in memory of David Paul Maggard
LOTUS SOCIETY
Ms. Jill Vander Hoof
GRANTS
Brittingham Family Foundation
The Stanley Smith Horticultural Trust
Venoco Community Partnership
The Wood-Clayssens Foundation
MATCHING GRANTS
Chevron Humankind
as directed by Stan A. Shayer & Jeffrey F. Romano
LOTUSLAND CELEBRATES
CANDYLAND AT LOTUSLAND
DONORS
Dawn Lafitte
Crystal Wyatt
AUCTION WINNERS
Robin & Bob Fell
Annette & Harold Simmons
Jimmy & Carl Westcott
Marlene & Bob Veloz
IN HONOR OF GILLIAN & GLYNNE COUVILLON
Jeanne L. Cummings
Jane & Edwin Jenevein
IN HONOR OF CONNIE & JOHN PEARCY
Judith Ann Abington
Lyda Hunt Allred
Marcia Cluxton French
Joan L. Germany
M.C. Howell
Lila Marshall
Gloria Martindale
Jenny Ferguson Mullen
Jody Nykum
GENERAL DONATIONS
C. Keith Birkenfeld Charitable Trust Fund
Mrs. Sarah S. Dobbs
Frank & Tiffany Foster
Bob & Elizabeth Frazee
Linda & Fred Gluck
Kary Kramer & Sheila Johnson,
Santa Barbara Studio of Music
in appreciation of Dawn Lafitte
Ms. Jane Macerdo de Veer
Jan Meadowcroft
in honor of Barbara Williams as the most
delightful & dedicated docent at Lotusland
Pietro Nasta
Dr. & Mrs. Norman Sprague, III
Ms. Debra Stoller
Brette, Nolan & Blair Womack in honor of
Leslie Cane Schneiderman’s birthday
Dr. & Mrs. Philip Wyatt, Wyatt Technology
Corporation in appreciation of a tour
led by Crystal Wyatt
GIFT MEMBERSHIP DONORS
Anonymous
Mrs. Joanne Blackford
Ms. Terease Chin
Ms. NancyBell Coe
Mr. Larry Disharoon & Ms. Diane Galvan
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Freeman
Mr. Thomas Hall
Ms. Francoise Morel, Coldwell Banker
Mr. Guy Smith
Mrs. Karen Twibell
Claudia & Ross Vail
Clifford & Crystal Wyatt
IN KIND DONATIONS
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Bear
Julie Cohen
Marla Daily
Brent & Suzie Freitas, Eye of the Day
Luci Janssen
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
IN MEMORY OF
BARBARA SILVERANDER
Marilyn & Thomas Baker
Eileen Durham
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Foil
Ruth Kyes
Jessica Lenox Twiest
Ms. Cathy Rose
Enka J. Sacks
Joseph Matthew Sacks
Robert Shepherd
Janayln & Robert Simpson
Renewing Upper Level Members
SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2010

GARDEN BENEFACCTOR
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Tebey

GARDEN PATRON
Mish Tworkowski,
MISH NEW YORK

LEVEL IV
Mr. & Mrs. Lue D. Cramblit
John & Christie Glanville
Mrs. Melinda Goodman

LEVEL III
Mr. & Mrs. J. Robert Baur, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. David Bradford

Mr. & Mrs. Curt Coughlin,
The Watling Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Foil
Mr. Larry Friesen
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Gale
Margaret & Barry Kemp
Betty & Kenneth Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Schall
Richard L. & Maryan S. Schall Fund
Steve & Caroline Thompson
Mrs. Deanne G. Violich

LEVEL II
Ms. Mary Carroll
Ms. Sally Chess
Ms. Louise Clarke
& Ms. Katherine Leighton
Ms. Sonia Collase
Ms. Carol Covey
Mr. Justin Demko
Mrs. Elaine Dine
Ms. Elizabeth Ferrin
Ms. Ann Frank
Mr. & Mrs. Kent Franke
Mr. Jonathan Froines
Bernard R. & Shahim Gans
Barbara & William Gillette
Ms. Mary Hamilton
Mr. & Mrs. Olivia Hartman
Ms. Amanda Hendrickson
Dr. Turi Honegger
Mrs. Beverly Homick
Ms. Cheryl Imp
Ms. Ann James
Ms. Betty Jenkins
Mrs. Libby Kane
Ms. Kate Keller
Ms. Joan Kirschenbaum
Lisa Lohmeyer & Thomas Wagner
Ms. Adelle Lutz
Mark & Virginia Mahijian
Mr. Krishna Malikota
Ms. Patricia McGuinness
Ms. Michelle Meghrouni
Mrs. Michele Memmott
Ms. Roxanne Modjallal
Mr. Bob Myers
Michael & Elizabeth Noling
Tracy & Heather Omar
Ms. Susan Plummer
Ms. Martha Richman
Ms. Kristina Romero
& Mr. Joshua Wilson
Frank & Lynn Ruger
Ms. Jeri-llyn Russell
Mr. & Mrs. Khoosrow Sadeghian
Ms. Linda Sands
Mrs. Dewey V. Schorre
Mr. & Mrs. Jasprit Singh
Mrs. Carola Smith
Ms. Suzanne Safford
Ms. Mignonne Tenney
Ms. Michelle Velderrain
& Mr. Arne Anselm
Bruce & Wanda Venturelli
Barbara White
Ms. Rosemary Williams
Ms. Linda Yavitz
Ms. Rosalyn Zakheim
& Mr. Gayle Dukelow

LEVEL I
Mr. & Mrs. Maurizio Barattucci
Mr. Bob Blackford
Ms. Dawn S. Blame-Hawkes
Ms. Debra Brandon
& Mr. Steve Schaefer

Ms. Mary Carroll
Ms. Sally Chess
Ms. Louise Clarke
& Ms. Katherine Leighton
Ms. Sonia Collase
Ms. Carol Covey
Mr. Justin Demko
Mrs. Elaine Dine
Ms. Elizabeth Ferrin
Ms. Ann Frank
Mr. & Mrs. Kent Franke
Mr. Jonathan Froines
Bernard R. & Shahim Gans
Barbara & William Gillette
Ms. Mary Hamilton
Mr. & Mrs. Olivia Hartman
Ms. Amanda Hendrickson
Dr. Turi Honegger
Mrs. Beverly Homick
Ms. Cheryl Imp
Ms. Ann James
Ms. Betty Jenkins
Mrs. Libby Kane
Ms. Kate Keller
Ms. Joan Kirschenbaum
Lisa Lohmeyer & Thomas Wagner
Ms. Adelle Lutz
Mark & Virginia Mahijian
Mr. Krishna Malikota
Ms. Patricia McGuinness
Ms. Michelle Meghrouni
Mrs. Michele Memmott
Ms. Roxanne Modjallal
Mr. Bob Myers
Michael & Elizabeth Noling
Tracy & Heather Omar
Ms. Susan Plummer
Ms. Martha Richman
Ms. Kristina Romero
& Mr. Joshua Wilson
Frank & Lynn Ruger
Ms. Jeri-llyn Russell
Mr. & Mrs. Khoosrow Sadeghian
Ms. Linda Sands
Mrs. Dewey V. Schorre
Mr. & Mrs. Jasprit Singh
Mrs. Carola Smith
Ms. Suzanne Safford
Ms. Mignonne Tenney
Ms. Michelle Velderrain
& Mr. Arne Anselm
Bruce & Wanda Venturelli
Barbara White
Ms. Rosemary Williams
Ms. Linda Yavitz
Ms. Rosalyn Zakheim
& Mr. Gayle Dukelow

Members Who Have Increased
Their Level of Support
SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2010

GARDEN SPONSOR
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Durham

GARDEN PATRON
Mr. Oswald J. Da Ros

LEVEL III
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Barrack, Jr.
Daniel Bifano & Allan Brostrom
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Bollay,
Thomas Bollay Architects, Inc.
Mr. Nelson Coates
Mr. & Mrs. Donnelley Erdman
Dr. Randolph Jaffe

LEVEL II
Mr. Seth Hatfield
Ms. Daveena Limonick
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Sinner
Mr. & Mrs. Tim Thomson
Mr. & Mrs. Kurt Woodhouse

Our Membership Manager, Bambi Leonard, makes every effort to ensure that donor information is correct.
If you find an error or omission, please contact her at 805.969.3767, ext. 120 or bleonard@lotusland.org.
Many Lotusland events are open to nonmembers, so please let your friends and neighbors know about the great activities we offer.

**Saturday, January 15**
*Aloe Outing*
1:30 TO 4:00 PM
See details on page 7. Please call 805.969.9990 to register.

**Thursday, January 20**
*Coffee Reception for Prospective Docents*
9:30 AM
See page 4 for details.

**Saturday, January 22**
*Morning Bird Walk at Lotusland*
9:00 TO 11:30 AM
See details on page 9. Please call 805.969.9990 to register.

**Wednesday, February 16**
Garden reopens after winter recess.

**Friday, February 25**
*Gone Opening Reception for Upper-Level Members*
4:00 TO 6:00 PM
See details on page 5. Invitations will be mailed in early February.

---

**February 26–April 23**
*Gone*
*Paintings by Penelope Gottlieb*
See details on page 5.

**Saturday, March 19**
*A Salon with Penelope Gottlieb, Gwen Stauffer and Dieter Wilken*
3:00 TO 5:30 PM
See details on page 5. Please call 805.969.9990 to register.

**Tours**
Regular Tours and Family Tours are offered at 10:00 AM and 1:30 PM, Wednesday through Saturday, between February 15 and November 15. Family Tours are available for groups with children under age 10 and are child and parent friendly. They are separate from regular adult tours. Please call 805.969.9990 for reservations.

---

**Help Make Lotusland’s Wishes Come True**

Our Refrigerator and Dishwasher are on their last legs and our Rototiller just died. To help with any of these indispensable items, please call Anne Dewey, Lotusland’s Director of Development, at 805.969.3767, extension 105 or email her at andewey@lotusland.org. Thank you!

- **Dishwasher**
  We need a high-end workhorse for all of our special events. $630

- **Rototiller**
  A garden tiller is an essential tool for our gardeners. $1,200

- **Refrigerator**
  A refrigerator with a freezer is a basic need for staff and special events. $1,400